RD635 – Patient X-Ray Apron for Panorama Shots

The RD635 protective apron for patients offers optimum radiation protection for standing X-ray exposures on panoramic or teleradiographic units and for digital volume tomography (DVT).

The protective clothing is particularly convenient to put on because it can be individually adjusted to the girth of the respective patient with a flick of the wrist. The front-mounted fastening system prevents parts of the protective clothing from entering the image-relevant area due to it being closed inaccurately. The back lies smooth and flat against the body.

- **Protective Material**
  - Standard lead or Leadfree
  - Lead Equivalent: 0.50 mmPb

- **Size**
  - Adult: Front: 90.0 x 60.0 cm (H x W)
  - Children: Front: 70.0 x 45.0 cm (H x W)

- **Outer Cover/Colour**
  - ComforTex® HPMF
  - ComforTex® HPMF Plus (designs only)
  - Available in the colours: Titan, Blue Admiral, Regatta, Curacao, Lagoon, Mandarin, Orchidee, Baccara, or designs: Happy, Nautilus

**Models:**
- RD635E: Adult patient X-ray apron for panorama shots while standing
- RD635K: Children patient X-ray apron for panorama shots while standing
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